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Shifters live in the shadows of Seattle, just under the skin of the alpha male, dot-com entrepreneurs who are
building a new Silicon Valley in the Emerald City.

Lucas and Mia’s story continues as she tries to free Jupiter from the Red pack and he tries to save them both.
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From Reader Review Captured for online ebook

momokaachan says

Heh. I am getting drawn into this series....

Blondies Little Book Life says

*This review may contain spoilers*

I was given an ARC for an honest review.

From the moment she came into his life, she’d had that effect : making him feel things that had been long
dead. Challenging him to be a better wolf. A better man. Maybe, with her by his side, he could reclaim the
other things he’d lost. The other parts of himself. Maybe he could actually be a true alpha again.

Amazing, I loved it. Once again I can't get enough of this story. Mia is stronger than ever in this book. She is
captured by Mace, from the Red Wolf pack, along with her best friend Jupiter, but she doesn't go down
without a fight. She continues to grow as the story progresses and she continues to protect Jupiter and herself
no matter the cost. I loved how Jupiter handled Mia's secret and how she continues to stick by her. While
Mia is fighting for her life, Lucas is planning a rescue with his father's and brothers packs. And Lucas
finally, FINALLY realizes what and who he wants and he is willing to do whatever it takes to get it. He is
coming into is own, finally acting like the True Alpha he is, and I am loving him for it. He proves to
everyone, especially Colin that Mia is his. What is hotter and sexier than that?! Nothing. He is going after his
Mate and nothing will stop him. Lev is adorable as ever. I really love his character and how loyal he is to his
family and especially Lucas. I am really hoping that he makes it out of this alive, because I would absolutely
hate to see anything happen to him. As the story progresses, Mace brings in a Witch by the name of Hecca,
and it's not looking to good for Mia at this point. Not only does Mia now have to fight against Mace, she has
to fight against Hecca and hold out until Lucas comes to her rescue. Last but not least, we seem to have a
surprise Ally in Jak. I really don't know what to think of his character. He seems like he might have an
ulterior motive to helping Mia, but not quite certain. Who is he and what does he have planned?

I highly recommend these books. I love them. I cannot wait till the next book. Getting anxious to find out
what happens. Thank you again Alias Woods, I feel privileged to have had the chance to read these.

Charlie Gray says

I received this book from the author for an honest review.

This is the fourth book in the True Alpha series. Mia is still being held captive by the "Red Wolf" pack's
Alpha's son Mase. Mase is the scariest in Mia's eyes. Meanwhile, she sits there knowing nothing of whats
going on outside these four walls where she is being kept. She doesn't know if Lucas is looking for her or
not, which scares her the most because she just keeps thinking of why would he come get her after the big
fight they had. He made perfectly clear that they can not be together and that he doesn't care that way about



her. So she thinks.. Jeeter and her are being held captive by the red wolves and are so scared of what is going
to happen. If Mia shows them that she is a wolf then everything will get turned upside down, more then it
already is. She does not at all want that... If she turns, that means that Mace or anyone that is there helping
him keep them there can claim her and she won't be able to do shit about it. The only thing she knows is that
she is a strong alpha female. And that is very rare in the shifter world. Women wolves, much less alpha ones
are so RARE.
Mase learns eventually what she is, and wants nothing more then for her to submit to him. That way they can
be mates and he can become king wolf and have his own pack. He tries to get her to change, but she is so
strong and full hearted, it gets a little more complicated then he thought.

The whole story, all I kept hoping was that Lucas would come and save her. She needed to get free of them
and the longer it took for him to get to her, it might be too late!!

Meanwhile, Lucas was on the outside trying everything in his power by getting his fathers pack and Llyr's
pack involved. He will do ANYTHING to get her back.

This story is an emotional roller-coaster ride that I enjoyed so much. I rate this novel 5 mugs due to all of its
emotional strain and gain and because of the characters dialogue. It was truly amazing...Alisa Woods is a
fantastic talented author, which by the way I can not wait until the next book comes out!! I have to wait a
couple weeks to finally see what happens.. The ending of this book is a major cliffhanger!! So, if you want to
wait until the whole series is released, it might be a smart thing to do. But then again if you wait, then you
won't feel all of the emotion and pain and all of the story-line in this book...That is one thing that this series
has....for sure...I love it so much!! I have never loved a paranormal series so much, and I read a lot of them!!

Erica says

If you haven't read this serial yet go get the first one NOW!!!! And I think it's still FREE!!!

This gets better with each instalment, I am loving every moment. So intense I did not put it down for a
second!!!!!
We want more We want more!!!!

Mia is really growing from page to page I love her spirit and determination.

Mace is freaking scary and needs a good submitting himself lol!!!!

He'll yeah to the more Colin, I freaking love him!!!!

Lev seriously is so sigh worthy I want my own.

Lucas is still in denial of his feelings and this kidnapping may just be the push he needs to make Mia his
mate!!! I'm finding I enjoy Lucas' character more and more with each part, I love when his wolf comes out to
play.

It's now starting to get intense Mia has been captured by the red wolves and so has the oh so hilarious Jupiter
(her roommate). Jupiter is really cool about Mia being a wolf and so funny I completely laughed out loud.



More twists and turns in this instalment that keep you on the edge of your seat. I can't wait to see what
happens next. Can't wait see Mace get his!!!!

All up another fabulous instalment so close to the end I can't wait to find out what will happen!!! I will most
definitely be continuing on with the series.

Elizabeth Bennet says

This one I give a 3 and 1/2 star rating. I really enjoyed the action from this one as I did in the first book. Mia
is captured in order to save her roommate Jupiter. She is unaware of the fact Mia is a shifter but she's not the
only one. The reds are surprised by Lucas's attachment to a human. Mace is the son of the Alpha and he is
running the show. Provoked Mia is forced to shift and now that the reds know what they have in their
clutches Mace intends to claim Mia.

Mia fights back with what she knows and a witch is called in. This is an interesting twist because a witch is
called into force a shift to occur. The intent behind the shift is that the witch will then rip the heart of a
female wolf. That is what took the life of Tila. There is a lot of fingernail biting and heart pounding moments
because Lucas is not yet there. I am however happy to admit his alpha is showing. He finally makes his
intent known to Colin but in the end it is up to Mia who she chooses as her mate but first she needs to shake
the claiming bond that is taking her over. Enjoy!!

Crazy for Books (Stephanie) says

4 SUBMISSION STARS

Mia had to go with the Mace's Beta's to safe Jupiter. But once she's there, they find out her secret when she
tries to protect her friend from Beck. But Jak, the driver is always hanging around on the periphery watching.
He even gives Mia a few hints as to how to hold of what Mace wants to do to her.

At the same time, Lucas has come to realize Mia is is true mate and he will do anything to get her back. Even
fight his brother's beta for the right to claim her once they save her. The Sparks clans (both is fathers and his
brother Llyr's) are ready to fight with him to get her back.

Mia's tougher than anyone gave her credit for, especially since she's been hidden all these years. But she
wards off Mace and his witch helper as long as she can. Only submitting by force but still having the
presence of mind to hold of the claiming... for now.

The question is, what is Jak stake in all of this? Will Lucas and the Sparks packs get her and Jeeter in time?
Will the submission take hold enough to keep Mia with Mace when the time comes?

This is getting really good. Now I have to wait for the next installment to be ready. These little novella's
coming out piecemeal are making me crazy! :D



Teri says

I received an advance review copy from the author for a fair and honest review.

Oh my gosh!! This series just keeps getting better!!! When an author can make you lust over the "bad" guys,
you cannot pass that up!!!

Mia...she has finally found her strength!!! Her interactions with Mace were so much fun to read!! And I can't
help but wonder... Who really is Mia...Hummmm

I love Lucas but I can't help loving on Collin too!!!!!

Now the wait begins for Sacrificed!!!!!!

Renee W. Tyler, Battery Operated Book Blog says

This series just keeps getting better and better the farther in I read. Seriously, first off who doesn't like a hot
and sexy alpha male, then if you have a love for wolves that just makes it that much better. Then the way that
he battles his feelings for Mia and the way that she is trying to figure out how to get him to basically see her
for what and who she is makes it that much more appealing. This particular book seems to show us the
"turning point' in somewhat of a way and gives us a little more insight into what Lucas feels. The question
we are all still wondering though is will he come to accept the fact that he has feeling or will he continue to
push Mia away until it is too late and another "wolf" seizes the opportunity to "mate" with one of the few and
somewhat alpha females available. Alisa Woods continues to write this amazing series and has gotten me so
pulled in that the books can not seem to come fast enough. I find myself rereading each book over and over
again to get the satisfaction of keeping the story alive.

Tammy Choate says

Received for an honest review.

This is part 4 of the series, Captured. We start off with Lucas trying to get back to Mia only to find out she
just up and left him took his car and was gone. He knows what he did and said to her upset her but he still
thinks he's broken and she deserves better even though his wolf says otherwise. Mia however makes a
decision that will change how Lucas feels and wants. She has to save Jeeter her best friend and she sure
doesn't want to involve anyone else in her problems and get them hurt, especially Lucas and his family.

Once Lucas is determines the Red Pack has her all hell breaks loose. He blames himself right off but knows
he will do what it takes to get her back. And Colin my goodness can I have him too? He wants Mia, he's
pissed as all get out when he finds out that Lucas 'lost' her and they square off with one another. The feeling
of dread and loss comes over Lucas and he realizes he's made a terrible mistake. By fighting with Colin then
admitting what his wolf knew a long may be to late for Mia.



The wolf that has Mia is Mace and he doesn't understand what the fuss is all about with Mia and why people
are trying to protect her and something terrible is fixing to happen and Mia has to make a quick decision to
expose herself to her enemy to save her friend or keep her secret hidden. What does she do? Nope not gonna
say! Gotta read it.

Mace is cruel and evil he lives in the old ways and collects female wolves like trophies. He only sees them as
'vessels' for bearing cubs. But he doesn't know Mia is wolf she's kept her secret from everyone once Mace
finds out Lucas knows what he's capable of doing.

Another awesome book Alisa and thank you so much for letting me read and review the book! I can't wait
for 5!!!!!

"From the moment she came into his life, she'd had that effect: making him feel things that had been long
dead. Challenging him to be a better wolf. A better man. Maybe, with her by his side, he could reclaim the
other things he'd lost. The other parts of himself. Maybe he could actually be a true alpha again."

Nancy❤The❤Bookaholic says

~~5 HEARTS~~

Ohhhhhhhh things are heating up in this series. Mia has got herself in a pickle. Her roommate has been
captured by the Red Wolf pack and Mia has to try and save her, but will she be able to unscathed? Lucas is
still adamant about not claiming Mia. Maybe this little incident will push Lucas into doing what his inner
wolf has wanted to do every since he met her which is “CLAIM HER as his mate” I can’t wait for the next
installment which come out on October 14th. That seems like forever for me. I want the 5th installment right
now. Do you think if I beg and pleaded with Ms. Woods for the next installment she’ll give it to me early? :)
<> Probably wishful thinking. So now I wait...

Mary Winstead says

This story line is going great. Lucas rival pack alpha Mace kidnapped Mias dorm mate Jupiter. Forcing Mia
to help her. When Mace holds Mia hostage he tries everything in his power to make her submit. Won't ruin
the rest of the book. You need to read the entire series.

Linda ❤? Sassy, Classy && a Little Bit of Nasty says

It's getting way too good!

After Mia decides to help her friend and roommate, Jeeter, she finds herself being held hostage as well. The
Red Wolf Pack's Alpha's son, Mace, has his eye on the prize. To turn Jeeter into one of his harem girls, and
to find out what Lucas' obsession with Mia is. When the wolves decide it's time to have their fun with Jeeter,
Mia's only reaction is to shift - and reveal her secret to these Alphas. When Mace sees that she's a shifter, he
tries to approach her and get her to submit to him so he can claim her. Little does he know, Mia is an alpha



herself, and she's not going down without a fight!

Barb Shuler says

(chants) OMG!!

Okay, first off I have to thank Alisa Woods for giving me and ARC of this novella in return for an honest
review. I loved it so much. It's a world of chaos that is all wrapped around little miss Mia. She has herself in
trouble with Red Wolves. Again. It's like she is cursed. Jeeter has been taken and now Mia is there with her.
Willingly trying to keep her friend and roommate safe and out of their nasty grabby hands.

In order to assure that Bek (a red wolf) didn't hurt Jeeter (Jupiter) Mia shifts. Yeah a smart move for
someone who they all thought was human to do. Now, Mace (alpha and asshole extraordinaire) wants her to
submit to him. Thankfully she uses what Lucas had done to her in the forest to shift back to human form
before the submission can happen. This isn't going to work for Mace. So... the unthinkable happens. He calls
in for a witch. Yes a witch. The hunters of wolves. She does a spell and Mia fights it. The third time though
the spell wins. Mia submits. Though her thoughts ring loud and clear. Lucas is her Alpha not Mace. Mace
now thinks she has already been claimed by Lucas. In a few hours they will have a blood test to see if she
is... then...its all over.

The more I read the more I love this series. I want to devour it all. Honestly one of the best shifter romances I
have read. I don't know what will happen next but by George I need to have more. This series is one helluva
ride! It's worthy if 10 stars! (nods lots) Yes, that good.

Caroline Barker says

This series keeps on growing stronger and stronger. You can see from the recommended reading age, 18ys+,
that this episode, Captured, is going to be darker than the previous, scarier than the previous and so intense!
Mia really is in trouble now as she is being held by the Red pack and it doesn’t seem like there is much she
or Lucas can do to save both herself and her friend, Jupiter.

With every passing moment the reader fears for her safety just as much as Lucas does. Not only has she been
captured and held against her will, but an alpha from the Red pack, Mace, is quite keen to do more to her
than simply hold her hostage. He wants Mia for himself, wants her submission – but just how far will he take
his threat?

Lucas, meanwhile, is no fool. He is aware of the tendencies that members of the Red pack will have for Mia.
Especially Mace’s! Lucas’ rage really comes to the fore, especially when he is willing to fight with his own
pack members for Mia. He knows he can’t rush in and do anything stupid, putting Mia’s safety at greater risk
(if that’s possible). But he wants his father’s and pack’s support and be able to go in strong to rescue her.



Another battle they both have in their minds is that they both blame themselves for what has happened.
Lucas should never have gave in to his feelings and brought them to the fore, just to shut her out immediately
after. And if Mia is truly what his inner self/wolf wants then maybe he should have given himself whole
heartedly without messing her around. On the other hand, was Mia being too childish when she drove away
in his car and left him naked in the woods?!

Alisa Woods has created brilliant suspense throughout and Captured really tops it for me. I simply can’t wait
to read the final two episodes, Sacrificed and Claimed. Paranormal and shifter fans will love this series. The
heat is turned up a little higher as each one is read. Now for Sacrificed……

Captured (True Alpha #4) was provided by the author, Alisa Woods, in return for an honest and fair review.

Pam says

4.5 stars

"Alphas don't get what they deserve - they get what they earn."

Oh yeah! Now we're talking, Captured totally picked up from the last book, giving me everything I wanted
and more. Although there wasn't much luvin, there was everything else that I love about paranormal reads
and the things that go bump in the night.

Being the fourth book in the series, the pressure is on as Mia gives herself over to the Red's to free her
roommate while trying to find a way out alive. But it seems that they want her for more than just revenge on
Lucas, especially after they discover her little secret. Lucas is put to the test, dealing with the guilt over Mia
being captured, he stops at nothing to get her back no matter who stands in his way...

Awesome addition that got me super excited for the next two, I can almost taste the HEA, can you ???

 ARC kindly provided by the author, in exchange for an honest review .

***Quotes above are taken from the ARC version of the book and may differ upon publication.


